POSTSCRIPT
dared to do this without German approval, and it thus meant
that Germany was supporting Hungary, at any rate for the
moment, in order to use her as a lever against the Rumanians.
Everywhere the fear of war hung in the air, and the fear of
Hitler. The Poles, who in the Munich crisis had fallen upon the
kindred Gzecho-Slovaks, now felt the ring closing relentlessly
round themselves. Danzig and the Corridor would soon be lost;
was Poland herself lost, due for a fourth partitioning? The atmo-
sphere in Warsaw was oppressive. In the Hotel Europejski, where
in the World War German officers had feasted and wined, where
I had stayed four years earlier when I followed Anthony Eden
on his journey to Moscow, the windows were black-curtained.
Before the British Embassy a frying-pan hung from the branch
of a tree.
In Warsaw, too, men whom I knew were thinking about
giving up their fiats, storing or shipping their furniture, selling
their effects, making a getaway. Other acquaintances of mine,
in Vienna and Prague, had had such thoughts, but had left action
until it was too late, and I knew that these men would also wait
too long. It is very difficult to nerve yourself to a major decision,
to alter your whole life, before the danger actually appears, stark
and threatening, at your threshold.
At midnight I groped my way into the darkened street and into
a taxi and was driven to the blacked-out station and with relief
said good-bye to Warsaw, for there, too, I could feel the gathering
shadows of fear, of enslavement. We travelled through the night
and in the dawn passed through Danzig, so that once again I
marvelled at the gift of the Germans for building noble cities, and
a few minutes after that we were in Gdynia.
Poor Poland. At the Peace Conference she succeeded in
gaining that lane, leading between two pieces of Germany to the
distant longed-for sea, that they call the Polish Corridor, and at
the place where it reaches the sea, where there was only a tiny
fishing village, she built this great modern port, Gdynia. A State
°f 35,000,000 people, said the Poles, deserves a port of its own,
through which the world's wares can reach its people; why should
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